Trevor Jones – Oct 18, 2010
First communication I want to first look into setting up a office in my building to address the issues of a
transparent councilman
If you come in I will be there or be able to set up a time to talk one on one. Sound to good to be true.
We do it on a fed level why not municipal.
Secondly as far as the economical situation we all know what we need is more jobs. High level jobs. This
does not mean opening up our doors for major builds to come in and outsorce all of our merchants and
services to other communities. This has to stop.
If the building reads North bay anything we should be doing at least 70 percent of the supply work in our
own city. Not more double talk.
Finnally environmentally I know many many ways to boost a positive carbon foot print in the industrial
form and family friendliness so depending on the level we want to go with I am on board for many
projects. But at what cost and who will pay.As far as green spaces we have a lot now hold on to them.
Did you know that with one phone call and a little work we could have a plasma burning garbage facility
to rid ourselves of all new gas entering our landfill and produce more mega watts as well capture and sell
of the gasses and the even after thar collect the slag and re sell the product to many foreign or local re
usable construction firms. Just a thought. We have many options.
I hope this helps you with your thought process I will and do appreciate your time
Thank you
Trevor Jones
P.S sorry for the grammar I am doing this with three little kids hanging off me. In fairness this is there
computer

